**Virtus' Board**

*(Insight: Virtus is the demigod of war. He wants to see bloodshed, power, and anger. Fighting for him will result in reward, as long as you can truly show your strength.)*

"Hello mortals." A voice echoes from above. It came from nowhere, but yet it felt like he was right next to you. Virtus. "Show me your strength. Show me your rage."

Your first task is to kill 10 master enemies, but no one can die during this period. An additional master will spawn as part as every spawn group until this task is completed. If anyone dies during this period, their death penalty is tripled and this quest is failed.

Take note on one player's sheet how much total experience was gained until the end of this quest.

When this quest is completed successfully:
"Impressive mortals. Access my bounty board if you would like another challenge."

**Grant the total experience tallied to all heroes, regardless of who earned it.**